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Sir :-In compliance with Act. '0. 36 of the 1915 leo'isla me
f he Territory of Hawaii, the following report of work accom-
plished with recommendations, i ubmitted. tt nt:on i in-
vited to the Rccolllmcndatio1ls on page 22.
Very re pectfully,
G. K. L.\RRI 0.',
ARTHeR G. :\IITlI,
T. F. EDGWICK,
C0111mi si ner:.
REPORT OF THE WATER COMMISSION OF THE
TERRITORY OF HAWAII.
WORK ACCO:\IPLISHED.
Shortly after it~ appointment, the Commission secured the
services of illr. A. E. Chandler, member of the State 'Vater Com-
mission of California, one of the foremost authorities in the
United States on all matters, both legal and practical, relating
to water and water rights. Mr. handler cooperated with the
Commission from :\Iay to November, 1916, and was for a month
in the Hawaiian Islands, and in attendance at all the meetings
of the Commission during that month. The Commi~ ion was
enabled also to avail itself of the services of ~Iessrs. R. C. Rice
and R. D. KEse, experienced hydraulic engineer. in the employ
of the U. S. Geological Survey at Honolulu, who, together with
]\.1r. T. F. Sedgwick, collected all data used by the Commission.
s;on.
Operations were divided into those pertaining to (1) surface
'waters, and (2) artrSiGlI 'i(lells, and were limited to quantitative
and not qu~1itative investigations.
SURFACE W.\TERS.
Surface water conditions on the islands of Kauai, Oahu and
Hawaii were observed on the ground bv :\Ir. Chandler, accolll-
panied by the Chairman of the 'Commission, previous to his con-
sideration of the legal aspects relative to surface \\'aters in the
Territory,
An investigation was made of the flow of illaole Stream in
Hillebrand Glen and of the relations existing' between rainfall
and run-off in this locality, The l\Iaole Stream wa. selected as
typical of the general conditions to be found on the average
stream which may be used in the future to augment th water
supply of th city of Honolulu.
ARTESI.\N WELLS,
11 in\'estigations \ ere limited to the Island of Oahu for
the reason that operations have not yet been carried to an
extent sufficient to enable a determination of arte ian areas
and re ources on the other islands.
61. All available data relative to artesian well head eleva-
tions and rain fall records rel.a tive thereto were collected,
coordinated and typical r cords worked up into tables an.d
graphs.
2. All available artesian well-boring logs or records were
collected, tabulated, and graphs prepared showing stratifica-
tion, etc. The e \vells and most of the other wells in the city
were ti d together by careful levcls and were plotted up in
series to show the stratification of several vertical sections
running approximately parallel to the sea and from the sea
tow.ards the mountain .
3. All available records of pumped wat r were collected
and tabulated.
-+. :'Ieasurements were made of the flow frol11 as man
flowing wells in Honolulu as were accessible; and fr0111 these
and pumping records and other reliable data, estimates
rel.ative to the total draft on the artesian supply were worked
out.
5. Graphs were pr par d showing the exc s and deficient
periods of rainfall in various artesian basins, the relation ex-
i ting between the rainfall and the draft on the artesian supply
and the effect on ame by the monthly variations in pumping.
6. Tests were madc to determine the amount and radius
of interference between adjacent art sian wells.
7. :-Ieasurements and tests were made and data collected
to show, as far as possible, waste from artesian wells.
8. All available data relative to the dates on which the
variou \\'ells in the Honolulu city area were drilled were
collected and a graph prepared which shows the relation be-
tween the annual fluctuation in the artesian well heads and
the number of w lis drilled.
RESCLTS ODL\I~ED.
From the d.ata now available, your Commission believes
that the follO\ving conditions exist:
1. The data relative to the relation between rainfall and
run-off, obtained in Hillebrand Glen, indicate that the popular
assumption of a run-off of about SO per ccnt of the rainfall on
such areas, is erroneou .and much too high. From data no\
available the run-off will vary from nothing during light
howers to abou,t 35 per cent during \'ery wet wcather, with
a mean of about 2tJ per cent of the mean annual rainfall.
The period covered by this investig.ation has been very
7short and the \' rk hould be continucd through the present
wet sea on.
Thes data should now be of gr at value in making future
flood torag estimat s. \\'hile not conclu ive, the data now
available hould prohibit 'any future reliance on the old as-
sumpti n of 50 p r cent run-off \"ithout careful fi ld in-
vestigation,
H tw en Diam nd Head and Rcd Hill there are ap-
parently fo 1r separa e and distinct arte ian ba ins, and th
artesian head of anyone of the e variou ba ins is not ap-
preciably influenced by the rainfall on, or draft from .any
other ba in. It i impo sible to .define the exact limit of
th .e basins on acc unt of insufficient borina- adjacent to
the e apparent limits. It i po sible that th e limits are not
clo ely defined, but that there are area b tween the basin
in \ hich the change in arte ian head is gradual.
The four ba in now apparent are as fo11o\ s:
1. Diamond Ilead to ol1lcwh r bet veen 1\Ianoa tream
and McCully Street.
2. From somewhere bcb een Manoa Stream and :-IcCully
Street to Pauoa Stream.
3. Pauoa Stream to Kalihi tream.
4. Kalihi Stream to Red Hill.
In these four basin, the artesian heads stood approximately
and respectively on December 10. 1916:
Ba in );0. 1-25.0 feet above sea Ie 'el.
Basin No. 2-30.0 feet abo\'e sea level.
Basin X o. 3-31.0 feet above s a lev 1.
Basin l'o. -+-29.0 feet abo\" s a lev I.
(See Tables 1 and 2.)
3. In these separate basins the heads of, and amounts flo\\'-
ina- from \ 'ell' are perceptibly influ n ed by the draft from
other well located within the am art ian basin. (ee
Fi.. 7.)
4. The draft fr m wells I cated outside of th Honolulu
city area pr per does not aff ct the artesian upply in Ho-
nolulu to any appreciable d gr .
- The arte ian upply in Honolulu city area prop r· b -
tween Diamond I-I ad and R d Hill is being teadily and
surely depleted on account f the draft on the, art ian basins
lara-ely e.·c eding th supply.
ruth ntic records ar a\'ailable1 which how that in 1 <.;2
8the artesian well 'heads in the basin between ::\.Ioiliili and
Pauoa tream stood at +2 feet, or more, above sea level. By
1900 this head had dropped to about 34 feet. In 190-1- the head
wa increased to .about 36 feet, but during the period 190-1- to
1915 f II to bel w 28 feet. After the heavy rains of December,
1915, and January, 1916, the head rose again to about 32 feet.
ince that time it has fallen again to about 30 feet. There
have been wide sea onal v.ariations of this head, but the mean
level, year by year, has dropped at an average rate of about
two-fifths of a foot per year. (See Table 3 and Fig. 2.)
• uthentic records2 are also avail.able to show that in 1882
the original artesian head stood at about 37 feet above sea
le\'el in the basin between 'Yalihi Stream and Red Hill. This
h ad no"" stands at about 29 feet. The same authority2 shows
the original head in the biamond H ead-:.\Ioiliili basin to have
been about 35 feet above sea level. This head now stands at
aboll t 25 feet.
The drop in head in the Kalihi-Red Hill b.asin was, up to
1913, at about the sam rate as in the ::\loiliili-Pauoa basin, or
from about 37 feet to about 25 f et. ince 1913 there has
been a steady annual rise in this head due. from all .available
evidence, to the fact that there has b en a considerable de-
crea. e on the draft from that basin while, during the same
period, there has been an increase in the rainf.all on this basin
similar to that on the other Honolulu basins.
ttention is invited to the fact that even with the increased
rainfall the artesian heads in all basins, except the Kalihi-Red
Hill basin, have decre.ased-a condition which can only be
explained by the annually increasing onrdraft.
In 1888 there were ;;3 active wells in the Honolulu citv
area proper and about 100 on the Island of Oahu. On D;-
cember 31, 1916, there were a total of about 142 wells in the
Honolulu city area, of which .about 109 were active-that i ,
either flowing or capabl of being pumped; and on the Island
of Oahu about 500 wells of all classes.
"\ hen all artesian wells in the Hon lulu city area are flow-
ing or being pumped at normal existing pumping plant
capacity, about fifty-seven million gallons per day are being
drawn from the artesian supply. It is estimated that during
the period May to October, 1916, the mean dail_ draft from
the three arte ian basins between Diamond I-Te.ad and Kalihi
Stream was about forty million gallons. Of thi amount the
2 L. L. :i\fcCalluless.
9city water works department obtained but about 12.3 million
gallons per day. (See Tables 20 and 21 and Fig. 8.)
6. The artesian heads vary directly \\"ith the rainfall on
the catchment areas ahove the wells, when the. e heads are
not influenced by pumping. (See Tables 1, 3 and 6 with Fig.
2, and Tables 1, 9 and 1-l- with Fig. -1-.)
LEG.\L Qt:E TICL'S IX\·OL\,ED.
The Commission, \vith the able assi,tance of ::\fr. A. E.
Chandler, has gone carefully into the questions of law re-
lating to. the ownership, use and conservation of the water
resources of this Territory.
\\' e have come to the conclusion that we do not care to
recommend any legislation concerning surface waters. As
is stated by ::\lr. Chandler in his report to the Commission
dated l\ovember -1-, 1916, (See pages 15 to 20), we already
have a very Rood \vorkable method for the determination of
rights to surface waters; and the law 'elative thereto has
been fairly definitely settled by a series of decisions. There
are. it is true, several questions as yet unsettled, but we be-
lie\'e them to b f uch a nature that they can be bett r
determined by the courts than by positive legislati n which
c uld only attempt to define ane! not change vestee! rights in
the ab ence of provision for compensation therefor.
Accordingly. we make no recommencl.ation for any leRisla-
tion at the present time pertaininO" to the diverting, develop-
ing-. using, consel'\'ing. holding or wastin o' of surface water.
The matter of the supply of potable water is provided for by
Chapter 255, R. L. 1915.
\\'e have gonc very carefully into the matter of the artesian
water upply in the Territory, and are agreed that, in vie", of
the constantly increa"ing danger to this supply due to the steady
lowering of the artesian heads. ome legislation i. an immediate
necessity. Thi applies particularly to the Island of aIm, and
more particularly still to the District of Honolulu. \Ve feel that
the provi ions of Chapter 269, R. L. 1915, relating to capping
and wastc from artesian wells on Oahu \\·ill not meet the pre-ent
situation. \\'e have. accordingly, drafted a proposed act to
apply. in it terms, to the Territory at large. ( ee pages 21 to
23). Thi' act will be discussed heerinafter. \ \'hile the act is
purposely made to apply to the entir Territory, a study of the
question pertaining to the o\vnership and use of artesian \vater •
in the Territory "'ill sho\\' that its primary application and effec~
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will be upon the artesian supply in the City and District of Ho-
nolulu, although it will operate, we hope, to prevent actual waste
from any artesian supply wherever located in the Territory.
In thi~ Territory, artesian waters, in which term we include
percolating waters in any under<Trouncl water-bearing stratum,
are of as vital importance as waters Rowing in definite courses,
either on the surface or below it; and it has been estimated by
reliable authority3 that within a period of about fifty years, should
the present average annual ratc of decrease in the artesian head
in Honolulu, say about two-fifths of a foot per year, continue,
the artesian water upply for this city will be practically ex-
hausted.
\Yhen once the seriousness of the situation i. recognized, the
only question remaining is as to the best method of averting the
danger and of conserving. so far as possible, our artesian supply.
It is estimated that about forty million gallons of water per
day is Rowing- or being drawn from the artesian supply in the
area between Diamond IJ ead and Kalihi Stream; and that at
least half this amount is being used for purposes other than
domestic, that is, for agricultural, mechanical or other commer-
cial purposes; and it is further estimated that the present over-
draft amounts to about ten million gallon per day. These
figures are necessarJy approximate, but they have been arrived
at after careful observation and study of the records so far
available. and we believe that they are sufficiently close to furnish
a basis for action. The important point is, that there i an over-
draft.
Our population \"ill undoubtedly continue to increase. In
1860, the population of the Island of Oahu was 21,275. In 1910,
it was 81,993, and in 1916, it was estimated at 107,000-thc
population for Honolulu proper being 68,OOO-an incrcase since
18m for the Island of over -1-00 per cent. The per capita con-
sumption of water furni hed by the Honolulu \Vater \\1orks
Department is apparently about 285 gallons per day. In 1916,
5 .000 persons were served, making a total daily supply of about
16.5 million gallons, an increa.e of about two million g'allons over
191.+. f this amount, approximately 12.3 million gallons is
artesian water. The clemand for artesian water for domcstic
consumption is bound to increase.
_-\gainst this incr ase in demand, it is unque. tionable but that
we can balance, to a certain extent. a future diminution in the
use of artesian \\'ater for irrigation purposes. As the population
of Honolulu grows, large areas of cultivated wet lands now
~ Thrum's .\nuual, 1017, rnges H7-R.
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within the city limits will be filled and reclaimed, and cut into
residence and business lot.. Today the average Yisitor, accus-
tomed to health \co'islation in his own city or tate, wonders why
we permit such large areas of irrigated lands within the limits
of the city of Honolulu. Defore many years, the police power of
the Territory will undoubtedly require the elimination of wet
land irrigation in residence districts as a sanitary measure.
These remedies, hO\ 'ever, are in the future, and meanwhile,
n t only is the depletion of our artesian waterupply cont:nuing.
but there appear~ to be an increasing tendency upon the part of
the o\\'ners of land oyerlying artesian basins in Honolulu to
discontinue their use of the water from the city main:, and to
either sink new artesian \yells or increase the u~e from existing
private wells for their own purposes, agricultural. dome~tic and
11echanical. ome check may be kept on the uses from the city
mains; but under the existing statute ( hapter 269. R. L. 1915).
not enough restraint can be imp ,ed upon the owners and users of
private wells. This condition requires regulation by tatute.
Dut the question of the limits to which the lerrislature may go is
not wholly free from difficulty o\ying to the fact that until within
a comparatively few years. the t ndency of the courts \yas again~t
r cognizing any right \ 'hat oe\'er to restrict the the of ubter-
ranean \"aters except such as tlowed in defined and recognizable
channel'.
There are two classes of natural underground waters-per-
colating' waters and tho, e which tlow in defined subterranean
channels, \ 'aters in subterranean channel ha\'e always ap-
parently been considered subject to the same legal principles as
the waters of sur face streams. .\5 for percolating waters which
are borne in definite water-bearing strata, the commOn law rule
i', that such waters belong to the owner of the :urface-
........... to the owner of the freehold like rock and minerals
found there. This right exits free from the usufructuary riO'hts
of others \\'hich is to be respected by the owner of an estate
through which a defined stream of water is found to flow. The
owner may appropriate the percolation and filtrati n as he may
choose and turn them to profit if he can."
Our own upreme Court has ruled (though by way of dictum
only) that subterranean waters to be the subject of rights, must
like surface waters, How in well-defined channels,
Do,'is ". Afollg,'=; Haw. 2lo (189(i).
WOllg Leollg ". Jr"ill, 10 Haw. 20S. 210 (188-1-).
The latest decision, the .:-\fong' ca:e, was t\\'ent" years ao'o.
. ., "'- ~... b
IX years later, III 1(;02, the alifornia Supreme ourt, in the
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1 adin<T case of Katz Y. \\'alkinshaw. 141 Calif. 116. recognized
the ex'istenc of the common la\\' rule that water p rcolatin<T in
the ground or held there in . aturation. belong. to the lando\\ner
as complctely as do the rocks. sand. and other materiab of which
the land is composed. ami therefore he may remove it and sell
it or do with it what he pleases. But the court held that the
analogy bet\\'een the right to deal with rock and "and and the
right to d al with percolating waters i not perfect. As the court
said:
"If \\'e suppose a saturatcd plain. one may remOve and sell the
. ~ll1d and gravel from hi land without affecting or dim:nishing
the sand and gravel on the lands of his neighbors. If the \\'ater
on his lands is his property. then the water in the soil of his
neighbors is their property. But when he drains out and sells
the water on his land. he draws to his land and also sells wat I'
which is the property of his neighbor. l1y pumping out the water
from his lands he can. perhaps. deprive his neighbors of watcr
for domestic uses. and in fact render their land valueless. In
short, the members of the community, in the case upposed,
have a common interest in the water. It is necessary for all,
and it i. an anomaly in the law if one person can for his in-
cLvidual profit destroy th community and r nder the neighbor-
hood uninhabitable."
The paramount reason which prompted th California ourt
to depart from the old COmmOn law doctrine which grew up in
England. \\'here, as the Court said. percolating water \\' r of
minor importance. was the community need for and dependence
upon an artesianupply of water which the Court considered to
be a COII/II/Oll alld cssciltial Ilcccssit\,. Th ourt further said
that- -
" uch portion of the law of England as are not adapted to
our condition form no part of the law of this State. This ex-
ception includes not onl\' such la\\'s as are incbnsistent with
th spirit of our institutio;,., but such as are framed with spec:al
reference to the physical condition of a country differing widely
from our o\\'n.·' ,
I t is obviou that rules which might work well in a country
like England, might op rate disastrously if applied indiscrimin-
ately to a country like Hawaii, where the conditions as to soil,
climate. etc., are so unlike.
\\'hile water i. to be defined as a mineral, the rules of law as
to its u. e 111ust logically vary from tho. e applicable to coal. are
and the like. \Yater is a fluid. and mobile. or as one Court puts
it "a fugitive." Coal and ores have a fixed and permanent place.
The analogy to natural gas and oil is more apt. Although their
natural use is as merchadise, the Courts have held that the Legis-
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lature may impose a re::.tnctton on the waste of gas and oil by
owners of land, since the owner of the surface has no property
rio'ht in the gas or oil unt:! he ha actually reduced it to po es-si~n, or, if he has any property right therein, it is a right in
common with the co-equal right of othcr landO\\'ners to take
from the common source of supply, and therefore subject to the
leo'islati\'e power to prevent a destruction of the common property
bv one of the common owners.
. Ohio Oil Co. ~'. Illdiona. 177 1..:. . 190.
Or. to put it another wa\'. the owner. of the surface of the
land w:thin a gao field. while they have the c.·elusive right on
their land to sink wells for the purpose of e,-tracting the oil
and gas. have no property right th rein until by the actual
drawing of the oil and gas to the surface of the earth. they ha\'e
reduced the e substances to physical posses. ion. In consequence
of the nature of the dep sits. of their transmissibility. of their
interdependence. of the right~ of all, and of the public at lara-e,
the State (or Territory) Illay lawfully exercise the power t
regulat the right f the surface owners among themselves to
. eek to obtain possession. and to prevent the waste of the product
in \yhich all the surface owner.' \yithin the area wherein the gas
and oil are deposit d. as ". 11 as the public. have an interest.
b cause in the preservation of these substances. the \yell-being
ami prospc'rity of the entre community is largely involved.
Sec" TO~L'nscnd ~'. tate, 1-+7 Fed. 62-+.
as. oil and percolating water have been c1as. ed by the ourts
as analogou. to animals ferae Ilolnrae. but with this distinction,
namely: that whereas the public, being absolutely the Owner'
of such animals. the State may "'holly prevent allyone from
seeking to reduce them to posse.. ion; yet as the gas. oil and
percolating water. the owners of the land above. that is the
surface proprietors. can not be absolutely deprived of thi right
which belongs to them. without a taking of private property.
The right to regulate the user in the latter case depends upon
the fact that there is a co-equal right to the common supply.
and that the use by one of his power to seek to convert a part
of the cOlllmon funt! to actual posses. ion may result in an undue
proportion being attributed to one of the po sessor of the right
to the detriment of the others. as by \\'ast by one or more to
the annih:tation of the rights of the remainder. "Hence it is that
the legislative power. from the peculiar nature f the right and
the objects upon which it is to be exerted. can be manif sted for
the purpo. e of protecting all the collective owners by securing
a ju:t distribution. to arise from the enjovment by them of their
pri\ ilege to redtce to po se i n. and to' reach the like end by
pr \' nting wa. t ."
1-1-
Ohio Oil Co. ". II/dial/a, 177 C. . 190 at 210.
1\S to the statu. of the municipal . uppl)" of Honolulu. it has
been held that ]Jumping by or on behalf of a municipality frem
an artesian basin for the pm'pose of furni -hing \yater to its
inhabitants for domestic purposes does not. constitute an arti-
ficial t.aking or use as distinguished from the right enjoy d by
private \Yell O\\'ners, and that both stand upon the am basis,
subj ct to the rule of correlative rights.
Ericksol/ ". Croobtol/ Water TVor1?s, etc., Co. (-;\linn. 1 08)
17 L. R. .\ .. X. ., 650.
\\'e \yould be very glad to see a law which could be enforced,
prohibiting the. inkng of any more arte ian w lIs in the Hono-
lnlu District. but such an act w ule\. in our opinion. be uncon-
stitutional. The farthest the Legislature may go. appal' ntly. i
to recognize the existence af correlative right. inclucLng thos
of the public. to th artesian supply, and to define and prohibit
waste of such water, and it is under this th ory that the pro-
posed act. :ubmitted herewith, is drawn.
ection one of the act defines artesian 'l'ells, and includes
pumped as well as f1ow:ng water. The present act applies only
to tlo\\'ing wells.
Section t\\·o provides for the effective checkin<Y of the flow
from any artesian well.
Section three clefines waste. The greater part of this section
is based upon similar legislation on the mainland. The provi-
sion in ect.:on three fixing the user allow d by the municipal
authorities from the city main as a basis for rerrulating the
supply from private sources, was ins rted after careful consider-
ation and thorough c1iscu ion, and is based upon the theory of
corrclati,'c rights. This porton of the act, of course, wo dd be
invoked only during th se periods \yhen the municipal author-
ities find it necessary to restrict and regulate the usc of artesian
,,'ater from the city mains. that is, during the dry seasons. It
i o!w:ous that if the private \\'ell owners can continue to use an
unlimited amount of water at all times. there i very little to be
gained fr m a reduction of the consumption from the city mains.
Any restrictions imposed by the municipal authorities must be
l'casol/able. and :f at any tim an unreasonable, arl itrary restric-
tion were imposed, the owners of private wells \Yould have their
recourse t. the court.. Some basis of comparative use had to
be adopted. and in the opinion of the Commission and of 1\1r.
Chandler, the one we have adopted is the most reasonable.
The other provisions of th proposed act are self-explanatory.
s will be noted. we have retained in the propo ed act as much
a. w could of Chapter 269, the present law. .
REPO T AND RECOMMENDATIONS BY MR. A.
E. CHANDLER OF THE STATE ATER
COMMISSION OF CALIFORNIA.
Honolulu, T. H., Xov. -J., 1916.
TVater COllllllissioll of Territory of Ha'il'aii.
Gentlemen :-1 have carefully considered the necessity of addi-
tional legislation regarding the appropriation and ue of the
surface waters of the T rriton' of Hawaii. and for reasOns set
forth here:n advise that no such additional legislation be recom-
mended.
Two general . ystcms of water rights are recognized in the
Gnited States-that of riparian right, and that of prior appro-
priation. The reparian doctrin is accepted in all of the ea tern
states and in the we. tern states which have b th humid and
arid sections-California. Kansas. :-lontana, X ebraska, .'orth
akota, Oklah ma. Oregon. outh Dakota. Te.'as and \Yash-
ington. The doctrine of prior appr priation is also accepted
in the western states above enumerated, but i ther in con idered
as O'overning a system of water ribhts inferior to the riparian
right. The doctr:ne of prior appropriation is .accepted as the
exclmive doctrine in the strictly arid states-Arizona, Colorado,
Idaho, .'cvada. _. w _lexico. "Ctah and \\'yoming.
The riparian doctrine is the common law doctrine and no legis-
lation ha b en adopted in any eastern or western state codify-
i 19 'ts principlcs. Th y have een 0 often before the court. of
both the 'nited States and nglaml that lcgislation regarding
them is decmed unnecessary.
LEGISL,\TJOX GO\'ERNING NEW i\PPROPRI.\TIOXS.
The doctrine of prior appropriation, so far as the "Cnited
tates are concerned, is an outgrowth of the early mining days.
The land upon which gold was discovered and claims . takcr!
out bclonged to the "Cnited States. By custom early e. tablished,
notice. were posted upon the claims so . taked. \ \Then later it
came neccssary to divert \yater for use on the mining claims,
the practice of posting notices became customary for th appro-
priating of \yater also. It wa: not until this practice had been
in vogue many years that lcgislation governing water appro-
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priation wa adopted. The first legislation along this line passed
in any western tate was generally copied fr0111 a California
statute of 1872 (Section 1..+10 to 1-+-+2 of the California Civil
Code) which provided that the notice should conta:n certain
data, that it should be recorded in the county recorder's office
within ten days of posting- and that construction work should be
commenced within sixty days of posting of notice and prosecuted
to completion with reasonable diligence, in which case the right
of appropriation would have a priority as of the date of posting
notice.
Under the early appropriation statutes as above outlined, no
pubLc officer was obligated to give any attention to the teps
taken by an appropriator after the pos ing of notice. The result
was that hundreds of notices were recorded and no further
action taken regarding the diversion, but this could not be as-
cer ained on any given stream without an actual field examina-
tion. Likewise, where construction work was undertaken and
properly pr secuted. the appropriator had to a establish by wit-
ne ses in case of conflict. The first state to remedy such defects
was \\"yoming, where in 18 1 the office of ta e en<Tineer was
created and he was gi\'en jurisdiction over all new appropria-
tions of water. 'Cnder the \Vyoming statute anyone wishing
to divert water applies to the state engineer on a printed form,
furnished by the state, on which must be set forth information
descriptive of. the proposed diversion. If in the opinion of the
state engineer there is water from the desired source available
for appropriation and if the propo ed diversion will not be de-
trimental to the public welfare, he approves the application and
specifies the date on or before which construction work must
commence, the date on or before which construction work must
be completed, and the date on or before which the water appro-
priated must be applied to beneficial use. The approved applica-
tion, or permit, is subject to cancellation if the designated step
are not taken by the dates specified, unless the state engineer
grants an e.'tension of time for good cause shown. Under the
\\'yoming statute the state engineer has a record from tart to
finish not only of all the appropriations made since the passage
of the statute. but also of the statu of the construction work in
onnection with appropriations. The sy tem thus inaugurated
was adopted by Nebraska in 1895, by Idaho and Utah in 1903,
by 1\evada.• T orth Dakota, Oklahoma and South Dakota in 1905,
by • T ew :.\ rexico in 1907. by Oregon in 1909, and by California
and Texas in 1913.
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LEGISL.\TlO;-..r REG.\RDIXG .\DJeDIc.\TIO)f OF W.\TER RIGIITS.
As litigation over water rights \Vas treated as any other action
in regard to real property. A could sue D, n sue . sue A.
and so on to a number of independent su:ts limited only by the
possible combinations of the number of ditches from a stream.
By the Colorado. tatutes of 1879 and 1881, the state was divided
into districts and a pr cedure adopted for the adjudication of
all the rig'hts to the use of the waters of a stream within a district
in a s:ngle action in the di. trict court-special provi ion being'
made for the taking of testimony before referee. The weaknes
of the Colorado method ,vas (and is) that the state was not
represented in the adj udications and most of the earlier decrees
were excessive. that is. not only were the amounts of water
decreed not based upon beneficial use but very often a ditch
was given an amount equivalent to many times its capacity.
\Vyoming in 1890-91 sought to improve upon the Colorado
method by providin~ a board of control, composed of the . tate
engineer and four division superintendent. and giving it author-
ity to make determinations of existing rights. In accordance
with the prov:sions of the \Vyoming statute. actual surveys of
ditches and irrigated land are made under the direction of the
state engineer. and the evidence regarding priority of right is
presented by the claimant on a single form called "proof of
appropriation." After the survey :s completed for an entire
stream and all of the "proofs" assembled. the latter, at a time
and place duly advertised, are thrown open to public inspection.
If a claimant desires to conte. t the claim of another. a hearing
before the division superintendent is held after notice properly
given. • t such hearing- stenographic reports are made of the
testimony submitted. The board of control. with the surveys,
proofs and testimony before it. makes a determination of the
priority and amount of each appropriation and issue certificates
in accordance therewith. uch determination is final. unless an
appeal is taken to the courts. X ebraska in 1895 and Nevada in
1903 adopted the \Vyoming method of determining right.
hlaho and 'Ctah in 1903 adopted legislation providing for
surveys and assembling of hydrographic data by the state en-
gineer to be used in a regular court action to be brought against
all claimant to the waters of a stream. Similar legislation ,\'as
adopted by North Dakot3., Oklahoma, and outh Dakota in 1905 ..
and by New Mexico in 1907.
The \ yoming method is generally spoken of as the "admin-
istrati e method" and th Colorado and Idaho method as the
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"court mcthod.'· Although thc adm:nistrativc mcthod ha, givcn
bv far the more satisfactory re~u1t. and thc .'ebra~ka uprcme
Court and the \Yyoming Slipreme Court have upheld the validity
of uch procedure. there ha becn con<;tant opposition to its in-
troduction in other statc' on thc ground that it is not a judicial
method. ()regon accordingly in 190(j combine<1 the two by
following the \Yyom:ng metho<1 in detail to the determination
of rights by the board of control. amI by providing al 0 that
~uch determination must be immediately presentcd to a circuit
court. ,,,ith the surveys. "proofs" and evidence upon which it i.
based. to bc affirmed or modified after consid ration by the
court :n a comparatively simple proceeding.
The Orcgon statute has bcen before the Suprcme Court of
Oregon a number of times and its provisions have becn uphcld.
The statute has the further di tinction of having' been upheld.
as for as the method of adjudicating rights is concerned. by the
l'nitcd Statc Supreme Court in the l' cent case of Pacific Live
Stock Co. ". Lewis. 36 Supreme Court Rep. 637. ::\ evada
changed to the new Orcgon procedl1l'e in 1915 and the aEfornia
"'ater Commission is now rccommcnding its adoption Jtl
California.
OFFICL\L .\PPORTIOX:IlEXT OF "'.\TER,
The real goal of modern "'ater right leg:slation is the appor-
tionment of ,,,ater among those entitled to its use. Before this can
be done. ho,,·ever. the right must be determined by some method
as abo\'e outlined. The new rights must be likewise properly
controlled 0 that they will fall into their proper place in the
s,·stem.
. The Colorado statutcs of 1,79-1881 provided for the appoint-
ment of water commissioners ;n each district to divide the ,,,aters
of a stream in accordance with the court decrees. The new
statutes in all of the western states enumerated ab "e as adopt.
ing other phases of the new legislation have included provisions
for the apportionment of water patterned after those of Colorado.
In the order of their importance. the three main feature_ of
legislation concerning r:ght to the use of water by appropria-
tion are:
1. .-\pportionment of water among tho e entitlcd to its usc;
? .\djudication of rights;
3. Control of new appropriatiom.
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GE.·ER.\L CO:.\I:\IEXT ox TIlE XEW LEGI L.\TIO.·.
The 1:st of states given aboye indicates that the ne,,' legi:la-
bon is adapted to all kinds of topographic. hydrographic. and
climatic conditions. As shO\\"I1. it ha' been adopted in .'orth
Dakota on the north. ~ T e,,' :-Icxico on the outh, .'ebraska on
the ea't and Oregon on the ,,'est. The water "claims" under
the superyi:ion of the state engineer. or \yater hoard. range all
the way from that of the small :ndiyidual ditch irrigating a few
acres to that of the Cnited States Reclamation Seryice project.,
somc of which irrigate up\vards of one hundred thousand acrcs,
~ \11 uses are like,,'ise included and equally well cared for under
the new system.
~\lthough the new legislation is often called the water '·cocle."
it is not a codification of legal pr:nciples, but rather a specifica-
tion of an administrative procedure to care for property rights
which arc based upon recognized principles established by early
cu. tom and crystalized by court decrees. It no more attempts
to change basic pr:nciples than doe the introduction of a modern
office filing system or proper auditing methods change the t111der-
lying principle. of business law. Each is de igned to as ure
order and efficiency and to eliminate waste and friction ..
TIlE SITL\TIO,' 1.' TIlE TERRITORY OF II,\\Y.\I!.
A study of the legislafon adopted in the Hawaiian I lands
sho,,-.' that only 011e of the three main points enumerated aboye
has been covered, By it act of 1860 creating the office of Com-
missioner of Private \\'ays and \\'ater Rights, Ha\\'aii anticipated
any such leo'islation in the western tate by pract:cally twenty
years. .-\lthough many case: have been appealed from the com-
mis ioners to the supreme court, the validity of the procedure
. eems nev r to havc been que tioned, and, a th function of
the commi . ioners are no,,' yested in the circuit judge, no doubt
as to its validity no\\' exist.
Aside from the old diversions to irrigate kuleana. t 1ere are
probably not many streams of the Territory the \vaters of which
are claimed by two private parties. and far fewer where the
waters are claimed by three or more private parties. One of the
principal reason. for introducing the new procedure for the
adjudication of rights in the western states, as outlined abov .
wa. to do a\\'ay "'ith the multiplicity of suits. On account of
the few diversions from the IJawaiian trea111S the reason does
not exi there.
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So far as the adj ucEcation of the water right appurtcnant to
the kuleanas are concerned. there appears to be no good reason
for changing the adopted procedure. Such rights depend upon
ancient user or upon prescription. In a great number of cases
they are rights to use the waters of an old ditch for certain
periods of time and not the right of individual diversions from
the stream, a is the case in the western states. In the latter the
problem is to determine the quantum and priority of the right
so that a basis of apportionment may be decreed. In most cases
in the Hawaiian Islands, not only ha the basis of apportionment
been long recognized, but water has been divided in accordance
therewith. In such cases the problem is to determine the basi ,
so recognized and followed, from the testimony submitted, and
it is unnecessary for the Territory to make surveys and at-
tempt to fix the CJuantity of water beneficially used on each kule-
ana. There have been, and probably will bc, cases where the
distribution of water is on the area ba is and not the time basis.
Such cases can be effectively handled under the cxisting legis-
lation.
The 1860 statute and its amendments do not ·specifically pro-
vide for the superyision of the apportionment of the water in
accordance with the decree, but the Supreme Court in the early
case of Davis v. Afong, 5 Haw. 216, 218. said, "\Ve think the
leo-islature did not intend to compel parties to establish their
rights in one forum and obEge them to resort to another forum
to have their rights enforced or protected."
• s a matter of practice the commissioners v ry often appointed
a luna auwai to upervise the division of the water. There is
110 nced of legislation on this point.
In regard to new diversions, where one wishing to divert does
not own the land traversed by the stream, the right must be
purchased Or leased, whether the owner is the Territory or
private party. An excellent illustration of this is the number
of contracts executed by the Waiahole \Vater Company, Ltd.,
in securing the right to divert water from the windward to the
leeward side of Oahu. There is certainly no need of legislation
to control new diversions.
As stated in the introduction. it is my opinion that no further
legislation need be adopted by the Territory of Hawaii regard:ng
the diversion, control or use of the surface waters.
Respectfully submitted,
A E. CIL\KDLER.
AN ACT
REL TIXG TO THE"C E OF WATER FR 1\1 ARTESIAN
WELL.
Be it Enacted by the Legislature of the Territory of Ha<l'aii:
• ection 1. An artesian well, for the purposes of this act, i
hereby defin d to be an artificial well or shaft which is sunk or
driven to an arte. ian. tratum or basin, and through which \yater
is raised or carried to or above the surface of the ground Ly
natural pressure or gl'avity, or through which water is or may be
raised or carried to or above the surface of the ground by arti-
ficial means.
ection 2. An artesian well which is not capped, cased,
equipped or furni hed with . uch mechanical appliance as will
readily and effectively arre t and prevent the flow of any water
fr0111 such \I'ell, is hereby declared t be a public nui ance. The
owner, tenant, or occupant of the land upon which such well i,;
itt ated, or any person in charge of such well, who causes,
-uffer', or ermits such public nui. ance, or suffers or permits ;t
to remain or con61t1e. is guilty of a misdemeanor: and :lny
person owning, po . e ing or occupying any land upon which is
ituated an arte. ian well. or any per. on in charge of such well,
who cau. es, suffers, or permits the water to unnecessarily flow
from such well. or to go to wastc, is g lilty of a misdemeanor.
ection 3. For the purposes of this act, waste is defined to
be causin o', suffering or p fmitting the water in any artesian well
to reach any porous substratum before coming to the surface of
th ground', or to flow from such well upon any land, or directly
into any stream, or other natural water-course Or channel, or
into the ea or any bay, lake or pond, or into any street, road
or highway, unles to be used for ben ficial purposes; provided,
that this section shall not be so can trued a to prevent the bene-
ficial us of uch water by direct Aow, or from storage reservoir
served by such w lis, for irrigation, domestic and other usefnl
purposes, except for driving machinery, provided, however,
that such water may be used for driving machinery in case it
be utilizcd afterwards for irrigation or other useful purposes.
The use of any wat r, for domc tic or garden irrigation pm-
po es. from an artesian well within the area which i or may he
s '"ed by the water works of any city, county, or city and county,
in an amount greater than. or at a time period other than. that
fixed for domestic or garden irrigation 11- e of water fro111 such
water works by rule or regulation prescribed by or under the
auth rity of the board of supervi -ors or other constituted author-
ity of such city, county, or city and county, is also declared to
be waste within the meaning of this act.
Section -to Each day's continuance of such waste after notice
by or under authority of the board of supervisors or other con-
stituted authority of any city, county, or city and county, she,ll
constitute a new off nse under thi. act.
ection 5. Any person boring, or causing to be bored, an
artesian well shall keep a complete and accurate record of the
depth and thickne s of the different strata penetrated and, within
ninety days after the last day of boring, shall file such record in
he office of the superintendent of hydrography of the Territory
of Hawaii.
Section 6. Any person violating any of the provisions of this
act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, for ach offense,
upon conviction thereof, be fined not less than $25.00 and not
more than 500.00.
Section 7. Any authorized representative of any city, or
county, or city and county, or any authorized representative of
the superintendent of hydrography of the Territory of Hawaii,
may at all time enter without warrant the premises where all
artesian well is ituated, or artesian water used, in order to mak
measurements of the flow of water from such well and the amount
of such water beneficially used.
ection 8. Chapter 269 of the Revis d Laws of Hawaii, 1915,
relating to artesian wells, Oahu, is hereby repealed.
Section 9. If any section, ubsection, sentence, clause or
phrase of this act is for any reason held to b uncon titutional,
such deci. ion hall not affect the vaEdity of the remaining por-
tions of this act. The legislature hereby declares that it would
ha e passed this act, and each section, subsection, sentence,
clause and phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that anyone
or more other sections, subsections, sentences, clauses or phrase
be declared unconstitutional.
ection 10. This act shalI take effect from and after the
date of its approval.
RECO.\L\IEND.\nONS.
\Ve recommend that the proposed act submitted herewith
( ee pages 21-22) be passed by the 1917 Legi lature of the
Territory of Hawaii.
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\Ye aI~o recommend that sufficient funds be included in the
appropriations for the Division of Hydrography for the biennial
period beginning July 1. 1917, to allow that Div;sion to continue
the work of collectinO" data and making investigations relative
to the arte,ian supply of Honolulu, and of underground waters
in general, in the Territory of Hawaii.
G. r. L.\RRI ·OX,
ARTIlCR G,')IITII,
T. F. SEIlGWICK,
Commissioner -.
APPENDIX
RELATIOi\ BETWEE:\" RAI:\"v.\LL
WELL HEAD.
:\"D ARTESIA~
"
1'.\111-£ 1. .\RTESl.\.' \YELL IIE.\IlS, ISL.\XIJ OF O.\HlT.
This is a tabulation of all monthly well heads on selected
artesian \\'<'lIs from April, 1910, to December, 1916, collected
by :\Ir. T. F. edgwick, tatisticiat1t, Department of Public
\Vorks. and br the \Vater Commission of Territory of Hawaii.
1'.\BLE 2. .\R1'ESl.\X wELL HE.\))';, JIOXOLL'LC CITY .\RE.\.
Th:" table of cOlllparati\'e \\'eekly well head's on over .+0 wells
in Honolulu city area during July to December, 1916, is th
result of an investigation 1y the \Vater Commi sian to determine
more definitely than heretofore, the boundaries of the separate
artesian basins in th vicinity of Honolulu; also to secure in-
formation I' garding variation of \yell heads in each basin.
"'ith few exceptions, weekly well heads in each basin show
a remarkably clo. e agreement. These few exceptions are among
the earliest \V lIs sunk. \yhich are of mall bore. L'ndoubtedly,
either the casings are defective-permitting artesian water to
\Va. te below ground-or themall ca, ings have become choked
1)' incru-tations which haye partially sealed the e w lIs.
\\'ed::!y well heads in the _Ioiliili-Pauoa ,tream basin agre
very closely w:th those of Oahu ollege well. Punahotl. which
may be taken as tanc1arc1 for this basin.
.(
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
\\'eJl heads observed prior to July, uno, are given in table".E rte,
sian well heads, Island of Oahu."
"'ell hea'IE ~,h3('rved prio" to July. 191o, are givell in tabl!' t, !l1t~,
si~ll wei! hC'nds. Oahu ('allege."
Compile,'l from ,laily w II hea.l record fUl'llishe,l by IIolll11:tlu
Rapid Transit &; Land o.
ompiled from daily well head record furnished b' Honolulu TrOll
Works Co.
1'.\I1LC 3. ,\R1'ES!.\.· WELL llE.\D . O.\HL' COLLEGE.
This is the lange. t and mo. t complete record of artesian well
heads available in Honolulu city area. From 1899 to 190'+, the
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/9/0 - /9/6
WELL HEADS, IN FeeT, /.5LANO OF OAHU.
3/.1()
V?15
31.00
30.iU
REFERENCE Pi.AN.E I" M£AN .sEA i.e V£L
ARTESIAN
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T ... IHj; 3.-
ARTESIAN WELL HE:ADS .. IN relET ASOV£ Me"," SEA LEVEL. OAHU COLLEGE , PUNA HOU
1899 - 191&
DATE: '899 1'300 1901 '~02 1903 1'304-
JAN. 34-.1.5 3+.00 33. .,5 35.0& 311.'3:!>
FE~. . S$. 75 34-·05 34.:'1 33.80 35.1.5 3<4.110
MAR.
-
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records wer collected by Curtis J. Lyon. and Rob rt . Ly-
decker, Territorial meteor logi t , re p ctively, and wer pub-
lished in the monthly \V ather r cord of the "Hawaii T rr:tory
Survey." few additional veil heads for 189 were cured
from records at Oahu ollege. \Veekly obser atiol1s from J un ,
1908, t December. 1916, w re furni h d by :'1r. H. G. \Y ot n,
pump engineer, Oahu ollege. fire at Oahu allege de tr y d
records covering the p rioel July, 19 -1-, to :'lay, 1908. Fi. 2
show this table in graph form. Th graph for the period of
mis ing records, 190-1- to 1908, ha been interpolated by 111 ans
of a study of the monthly ra:nfall variation for this arte ian
watersh d.
T.\BLES 4 TO 9. FIGS. 1 TO 5, which follow, have be n elected
to show typical artesian well and rainfall conditions on the three
major artesian areas on the Island of Oahu, i.e., (1) 110no-
lulu, (2) Pearl Harbor, and (3) Windward Oahu.
(1) HONOLULU CIT ARE.
TAULE 4. FIG. 1 . .\IE.\;'{ .\lO:\fTrrL· R.\IXF.\LL 0,' .\RTE L\N
W.\TERSlIED.
Seven of the longest rainfall records of the . S. \Veather
Bureau above elevation 400 feet haye been combined into a com-
posite rainfall record to show. in a general way, the amount and
monthly distribution of rainfall affecting these artesian water-
sheds.
TABLE NO.4.
MEAN lVION'l'm,y RAINFALL, IN INCHES, ON AR'l'ESIAN WATERSHED, HONOLULU Crry AREA.
Computed From Selected U. S. Weather Bureau Records.!
5
o
o l\)
6 0\
fNo. o Irainfall
Year records Jan. Feb. I :;)Iur. April May Jun,) July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dc,
,ombined.
for mean I
---------------------
--_.
------ --
1899 ......•• 0. 2 3.0 14.6 19.5 5.1 11.0 5.6 3.3 7.5 3.4 11.2 2.2 4.
]900 .......... 2 1.9 4.5 3.4 Hi.2 8.8 4.9 10.4 8.7 6.4 17.(i 15.2 6.
]901. ......... :!-3 9.9 10.3 8.6 R.4 9.5 6.7 6.5 3.7 5~ 7.7 12.4 17.
1902 .......... 4 2.1 3.1 32.G 0.9 7A- 3.0 9.8 7.7 7.5 10.4 18.8 18.
1903 ....... 0 o. 4 5.7 R.O 1.6 ] 1.:3 5.8 8.1 10.1 11.4 16.7 6.0 11.5 5.
1904 .......... 4 14.9 :!7.1 8.0 IJ.fi 5.:! 5" 9.0 7.7 4.5 8.0 8.8 8...
1905 ........•• 5 2.0 1.6 B.3 11.<; 1') .) 5.0 7.1 14.8 12.:! 10.6 11.7 9.
]906 ........•• 5 4.7 2.7 3.6 (Ui ~:~ I 6.0 7.0 7.7 7.3 7.4 11.7 20.1907 .......... 6 15.4 I t.:l 10.2 4.7 9.1 9.2 14.9 8.0 7.0 8.4 7.
190R ........ o. 7 3.6 13.0 12.0 7.4 7.0 9.3 4·J 10.1 10.2 4.9 4.4 10.
l!)09 ......... 0 7 6.1 7.1 18.6 I.r; I 7.6 10.7 E2 6.0 7.0 7.7 . 2.9 15.1
I!JlO •.....•••• 7 9.4 7.n ] 1.0 11.1 13.5 12.3 8.1 12.7 13.9 7.0 11.8 1"
-.'
l!nl ......•••• 7 15.2 23.1 (;.4 9.5 14.2 12.3 7.5 11.7 11.4 4.4 9.5 13.
1912 ......•.•• 7 2.4 8.3 12.6 9.7 7.:l 4.5 6 ,) 8.3 4.1 13.4 11.1 12...
]913 .......... 7 7.1 ,1.2 R.9 IliA ]1,. 12.4 5.5 8.0 4.6 4.4 24.5 8.
1914 ........ 0. 7 8.3 :~.'l 8.4 13.:; 9.1 12.4 14.4. 9.S 20.:1 6.7 11.0 8.
1915 .......••• 7 2.1 9.4 4.3 17.0 B.6 8.2 13.3 6.2 12.6 14.1 I 22.5 15.
]916 .......... 7-5 28.2 3.6 11.6 7.6 22.2 9.8 10.6 12.6 8.4 10.8 13.6 ..
---------
------------
--------_.
--
Normals for
8.3 Iwatershed 2•• ... 8.8 9.4 10.n 10.5 9.4 9.2 9.0 9.7 10.5 10.5 11.4
-
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1 The following select d rainfall stations were used:
Name Elevlltion
T8ntalus . ..............•.... 1,665
Tantalus . .............•..... 1,360
Tant,alus Heights.............. 1,300
Kaliula . .............•..... 1,200
Upper Luakaha 1,111
Lower Luakaha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 881
Electric Light Station.......... 405
Length
From
January, 1907
August, 1901
September, Ill07
January, 1902
JanuarJ', 1905
January, 1890
Jnlluary, 1890
of Record
'1'0
August, 1916
November, 1916
March, 1916
J\o\'ember, IllIG
:T'ovember, ] 916
November, ] 9] ()
ovember, 1916
2 Normals for watershed are mean monthly normals for the seven rainfall 8ta·
tions selected.
TAlJLE 5. FIG. 1. DEVIATIOKS FROM l\fE.\N MONTHLY RAJ F.\LL
NORMALS FOR ARTESIAN WATERSHEDS.
This table has been prepared from table 4. In addition to the
amounts of surplus or deficient rainfall, monthly. above or below
monthly normal rainfall, the table shows the periods in which
the rainfall was above or below normal for the past eighteen
years.
TABLE NO.5.
DEVIA'l'IONS FROM MEAN i'IONTHLY RAINFALL NORMALS, IN INCHES, FOR ARTESIAN WATERSHED,
HONOLULU CITY AREA.
I Jan. Feb. Mar. I April May June r July I Aug. Sept.~ Nov. Dec.
J899 ........ , .... - 5.8 + 5.2 + 8.9 - 5.5 + 1.6 - 3.6 - 5.6 - 2.2 - 7.1 + 2.0 - 8.3 - 7.4
1900 ............. - 6.9 - 4.9 - 7.3 + 5.7 - .5 - 4.3 + 1.4 - 1.0 - 4.1 + 9.3 + 4.7 - 5.4
1901 ............. +1.1 + .9 - 1.9 - 2.1 + .2 - 2.6 - 2.5 - 6.0 - 5.3 - .5 + 1.D + 6.1
1902 .... '" ...... - 6.7 - 6.3 +22.0
-
.6 - 2.0 - 6.2 + .8 - 2.0 - 3.0 + 2.1 + 8A + 6.6
1903 ............. - 3.2 - 1.4 - 9.0 + .8 - 3.6 - 1.2 +1.1 + 1.7 + 6.2 - 2.3 + 1.0 - 6.4
1904 ............. + 6.1 +17.7 - 2.6 + 1.0 - 4.1 - 4.0 .0 - 2.0 - 6.0 - .2 - 1.6 - 2.8
1.905 ............. - 7.0 - 7.8 - 7.3 - 1.0 + 2.9 - 4.3 - 1.9 + 5.1 + 1.7 + 2.4 +U - 1.9
1906 ............. - 4.2 - 6.7 - 7.0 - 4.0 - 2.2 - 3.3 - 1.1 - 2.0 - 3.2 - .8 + 1.3 + 9.3
1907............. + 6.6 + 1.9 - .3 - 5.8 - 2.9 - .2 + .2 + 5.2 - 2.5 -u - 2.1 - 3.9
1908 ............. - 5.2 + 3.6 + 1.5 - 3.1 - 2.3 + .1 - 4.7 + .4 - .3 - 3.4 - 6.1 - 1.1
1909 ............. - 2.7 - 2.3 + 8.0 - 3.0 - 1.7 + 1.4 + 3.2 - 3.7 - 3.15 - .6 - 7.6 + 3.H
1910 ............. + .6 - 1.8 + .4 + .6 + 4.2 + 3.0 - .9 + 3.0 + 3.4 - Ul + 1.3 + 1.0
1911 ............. + 6.4 +13.7 - 4.2 - 1.0 + 4.9 + 3.0 - 1.5 + 2.0 + .9 - 3.9 - ].0 + 2.4
1.912 .... " ....... - 6.4 - 1.1 + 2.0 - .8 - 2.1 - 4.8 - 2.8 - 1.4 - 6.4 + 5.1 + .6 + 1.2
1913 ............. - 1.7 - 5.2 - 1.7 + 5.9 + 2.2 + 3.1 - 3.5 - 1.7 - 5.9 - 3.8 +14.1 - 3.1
1914 ...... " ....•
- .~ - 5.5 - 2.2 + 3.0 - .3 + 3.2 + 5.4 + .1 + 9.8 - 1.5 + .5 - 2.7
]915 ......... '" . - 6.7 .0 - 6.2 + G.4 - 5.8 - 1.0 + 4.4 - 3.5 + 2.1 + 5.9 +12.0 + 4.4
]916 ............. ..L 19.:\ _. :1.R + 1.0 - 2.R +1.2.8 + .6 + J..(i + 2.9 - 2.1 + 2.5 + 3.1
N
00
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TABLE 6. FIG. 2. A 'VAL RAI TALL 0 ARTESIA WATER H~vS.
The seven ra:nfall stations used to prepare table 4 were com-
bined yearly to show (a) mean annual rainfall on thi water-
shed; from the (b) yearly deviations from the normal annual
rainfall ~ (111.5 inches), the (c) accumulative excess (+) or
deficiency (-) of annual rainfall since 1899 was prepared.
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TABLE NO.6.
ANNUAL RAINFALL ON ARTESIAN WATER HED, HONOLULU
CITY AREA.
Computed From Selected U. S. Weather Bureau Records.
111.5vears .
Accumulated excess
No. of Deviations (+) or deficienc:v(-)
rainfall Mean of mean of annual rainfall on
Year records yearly yearly rain- artesian water hed,
combined rainfall fall from since 1899-based on
for mean normal an- normal annual rain-
nual rainfall fall
Inches Inches Feet
1890 ........... 2 155 ..... .....
]891. .......... 2 !l1 .. . ,. .....
1892........... 2 105 ..... . ....
1893 ........... 2 106 . .... . ....
1R9~ . ........•. 2 105 ..... . ....
1895 ........... 2 111 ..... . ....
]896 ........... 2 77 ..... . ....
1897 ........... 2 76 ..... . ....
1898 ........... 2 136 ..... '" ..
1899 ........... 2 91 -20.9 -1.7
1900 .......... " 2 104 - 7.7 -2.4
1901. .......... ! 3 I 104
-
7.5 -3.0
1902........... 4 1:\0 +18.8 -1.4
1903 ........... 4 101 -10.5 -2.3
1904........... 4 118 + 6.9 -1.7]905 ........... 5 101 -]0.0 -2.6
1906 ........... 5 93 -18.2 -4.1
]907 .......... _ 6 120 + 8.4 -3.4
1908 ........... 7 97 -]4.!l -4.6
1909 ........... 7 110 - 1.7 -4.8
1910 ... ,.,. .... 7 132 +20.0 I -3.11911 ........... 7 147 +356 -1.51912 ........... 7 101 -11.0 -1.1
]913,..,..,. ... 7 109 - 2.8 -1.3
1914........... 7 12n +150 - .05
1915 ....... '" '1 7 129 +17.R +1.4
1916........... 5 • ]36 +24.9 +3.5
Tot~l for period,
27 years ...... .. 3011 .... . . ....
Normal annual
rainfall, 27
. .
• January to November record used.
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(2) PEARL HARBOR AREA.
T. IlLES 7 AND 8. FIGS. 3 AND 4.
These tables and graphs, prepared similar to data in tables .)
and 6, how deviations from mean monthly rainfal1 nortT,lals and
annual rainfal1 for Ewa plantat:on which has been selected as
representative for this artesian area.
Normal monthly I
~,~~~~~l~,..~~~ .:~ .
TABLE NO.7.
DEVIATIONS FROM MEAN MONTHLY RAINFALL NORMALS, IN INCHES, EWA PLANTATION.
Year I Jan. I Feb. Mar. April I May June I~I Aug. I Sept. I Oct. I Nov. I Dec.
1891. . . . . . . . . . . .. - 1.5 1- 1.2 - 2.1 - 0.9 - 0.8 - 0.5 I - 0.4 - 0.4 - 1.0 - 0.2 - 1.5 - 2.4
1892,.,.,.,. ..... + 3.3 - .3 - 2.5 + .6 + 2.7 + 1.4 - .4 + .3 - .9 - .3 - 2.7 + 1.4
1893 . . . . . . . . . . . .. - .6 + 6.8 + .4 + 1.6 - .!l - .6 - .4 - .7 - .9 - 1.1 + 5.4 - 1.8
1894............. .0 + 5.8 - .3 - .1 - .!l - .6 - .4 - .7 - .8 - .G + 3.7 - 2.2
1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . .0 - 2.2 - 1.6 - .6 + .8 - .2 + 1.5 - .G + 4.2 - A + 2.0 + 7.4
1896,. - 1.2 - 3.5 + .5 + .8 + .5 - .5 - .3 + 3.1 - .7 - .2 + 1.3 + 2.1
]897 - 1.9 - 4.0 - 2.0 - .8 - .5 + 1.2 - .1 - .4 + 1.8 + 2.3 - .3 - 2.4
1898 - 2.] + 6.8 + 4.6 - .5 - .7 - .9 1- .2 - .4 - 1.0 - .7 - 2.7 - 1.7
1899 - 2.5 - .2 - .8 - .8' + 1.3 .0 - .1 - .7 _ 1.0 + 2.:! - 2.7 - 1.6
1900. . . . . . . . . . . .. - 2.4 - 3.6 - 1.8 - .1 - .!l - .5 + .9 - .4 - 1.0 + .1 + 6.6 - 2.0
1901. - 1.3 + 4.3 - 1.7 + 2.0 + 1.4 - .3 - .1 - .7 - .1 + 2.7 - 2.0 1+ 4.7
1902 .. ,. - 2.4 - 3.6 + 5.2 + 2.0 - .7 +.6 .0 -.7 .0 + .5 + 1.8 + 2.0
1903 - 1.1 - 2.8 - 1.0 + / .3 .0 + .4 - .4 - .5 + .8 + .6 - .5 - 3.0
1904 - 1.2 +21.0 + 4.3 - .4 - .8 + .1 + .2 + .4 - .1 + .8 + .3
1
- 1.2
1905 - 2.3 - 4.2 - 1.9 - .6 - .8 - .41- .3 + 1.3 - .3 - .4 - .7 - 1.8
1906,. + .7 - 4.2 - .8 -.8 .0 -.5 .0 - .4 - .6 - .8 + 2.6 + 7.0
1907 +11.'2 + .1 - .1 - .8 + 2.1 - .31 + .6 - .1 - .4 - .7 - 2.4 - .5
1908 - 2.5 - 2.6 + 6.8 - .8 - .7 - .5 - .4 - .1 + .1 - .9 - 2.1 - 2.8
1909 + .6 + .7 + .6 - .4 - .8 - .3 - .2 - .6 - .8 - .6 - 2.6 + 1.4
1910. . .. .. . .. . - 1.4 - 3.7 - 2.1 - .4 -.8 .0 + .2 + .6 + 2.2 - .8 + .5 + .1
1911 + .6 + 2.3 - 1.0 - .5 - .5 -.3 .0 -.3 .0 - .2 - 2.5 - 1.7
]912 - 2.0 - 2.1 - 2.2 + .3 - .7 - .6 - .3 - .3 - 1.0 - .2 - 1.6 - 1.9
]913 - 2.1 - 3.4 - 1.8 - .4 + 2.2 + 2.4 + .1 + 2.5 .0 - .1 - 1.21- 3.0
1914 - .9 - 2.9 + 2.1 .0 + .2 - .3 + .1 - .4 + 1.1 - 1.1 - 1.5 - .4
] 915 - 2.3 - 4.0 - 2.0 + .4 - .6 - .4 + .5 - .6 + .8 - .4 + 3.8 + 4.5
1916 +13.8 + .6 + 1.1 + .8 - .4 - .6 + .1 - .9 - .5 + .4 - 2.21-----------
2.5 I 4.2 2.5 .9 .9 .61 .4 .71 1.0 I 1.1 i 2.71 3.1
W
N
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TA.BLE KO.
X~UA.L RA.INF LL AT E'IYA..
Computed From U. S. Weather Bureau Record.
Year
Yearly
rainfall
( Iuches)
Deviations Accumulati ve exce s
of yearly (+) or deficiency (-)
rainfall from since 1 91, based on
normal an·1normal annual rainfall
nual rainfall (Feet)
(Inches)
1891 1
1 92 .
18~1:~ ., .
1 9-! : ..
189:3 .
1896 .
1897 .
189 .
1899 .
1900 .
1901 .
1902 .
190' .
190-! .
1905 .
1906 .
1907 .
190, .
1909 .
l!nO .
1911 .
1912 .
1913 .
19H .
1915 .
1916. .Jan. to Oct .
6.7;")
23.33
27.99
23.6()
30. +
22.70
13.-12
22.86
13.77
15.:~!)
29 ..")6
25.+1
13.40
4-1.1.j.
7.]9
22.67
29.2-1
H.o9
17.59
15.]6
16.57
S.20
13. 2
16.6-1
20.+0
31.19
-13.70
+ 2.88
+ 7.5-1
+ 3.21
+10.39
+ 2.25
- 7.03
+ 2.+1
- 6.68
- ;3.06
+ 9.11
+ +.96
- 7.05
+23.69
-13.26
+ 2.22
+ .79
- 6.36
- 2.
- 5.29
- 3. S
-12.2.")
.- 4.63
- 3.51
- 0.05
+1 .7-1
-1.1-1
- .90
- .27
- .OL
+ .86
+1.0.")
+ .46
+ .66
+ .11
- .32
+ .H
+ .,6
+ .27
+2.2-!
+1.17
+1.3-1
+2.06
+1.:").3
+1.29
+ ..")
+ .,")2
- .50
-1.20
-1.20
- .31
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;327.9
Kormal annual rainfall for I
25 10/12 )'ears. . . . . . . . . . 20'-+.")
3-1-
T.\TILE 9. FIG. 4. ,\RTESL\;-< \YELL llE.\DS .\T PU:\lPIXG "f.\TIOXS
0.' EWA PLA~TATlON.
These record, furnished by Ewa lantation Company, though
incomplete, are the longe t available for wells outside of Hono-
lulu city area. They are of espc ial value in showing the wide
fluctuation in well heads in years prior to 1910.
A ready comparison of the monthly fluctuation on artesian
well heads. the amount and m nthly fluctuations of artesian
water pumped by Ewa Plan ation, together with the pe iod of
xces or deficiency of annual rainfall since 1891 for Ewa lanta-
tion, i hown in Fig. -1-.
From thes graph. and those shown in Fig. 6, it appear' that
the artesian supply for Pearl Harbor area recovers 1110St rapidly
when pumping is reduced to a minimum.
TABLE "0. 9.
ARTESI N WELL HEAD', FEET. BOVE :::lEA LEVEL, AT
PUMPING S'l'ATIO S, EWA PLA TA'fION.
D
-IT TION
Date
1 2 3 5 7 10
1 90
:M:ay 8 .....•.• 31.5 .. . . .. ... ... ...
1902
February .....• 24.6 ... 25.7 22.1 26.3 ...
March ........ 24.6 ... 25.7 22.1 24.3 ...
1904
March 16 ...... 30.9 ... 31.2 26.4 27.1 ...
April ......... 31.6 ... 31.8 27.0 27.5 ...
December ...... 26.8 ... 25.7 23.8 24.7 ...
1906
November 30 .. 18.1 ... 17.3 18.4 14.2 ...
1907
January 19 .... 25.8 ... 27.1 22.5 23.9 ...
February 1 .... 26.4 ... 26.9 _3.6 24.4 . .,
1908
April 1 ....... 26.0 ... 26.5 23.4 24.1 ...
1909
February 22 ... 23.5 ... 25.4 19.4 24.0 16.7
March 18 ..... 24.0 ... 25.6 20.5 24.6 16.1
1910
.January 29 .... 24.8 ... 26.0 20.6 24.7 15.8
Febl'Uary 13 ... 23.9 ... 24.4 18.8 23.5 15.8
.June 12 ....... 21.9 23.1 23.5 16.9 21.9 15.8
September 26 .. 24.8 20.4 25.6 15.4 24.5 16.1
November 28 .. 25.3 19.4 24.6 18.7 23.3 15.8
1911
.January 27 .... 26.8 22.0 27.1 22.2 24.9 16.2
February 18 ... 27.9 22.2 27.2 21.9 26.8 16.0
March 5 ...... 27.7 22.8 28.6 22.4 27.2 16.2
.Tuly 4 ........ 24.8 18.5 26.2 20.7 22.0 15.2
September 15 .. 25.6 16.4 25.1 19.1 I
22.2 14.7
December 25 ... 24.3 19.8 25.7 20.7 24.6 14.7
1912
.January 1. .... 25.2 20.5 26.5 20.8 I
24.7 15.2
February 2 ... 25.2 19.5 25.5 21.1 23.8 15.2
Jul 4 ........ 22.7 19.9 23.9 17.7 22.2 14.7
S ptember 23 .• 21.1 19.2 22.3 16.9 20.6 14.8
December 31. •• 22.3 21.1 25.0 1 .4 22.0 15.3
1913
February 22 ... 21.9 16.5 23.1 16.8 20.8 15.0
May 20 ....... 23.2 18.0 24.7 19.1 22.8 15.5
July 4 ........ 22.3 17.8 24.0 1 .3 21.7 15.3
September 21 .. 21.2 16.8 22.4 18.0 20.5 15.2
November 24- .. 22.3 17.3 24.2 1 .8 21.3 15.3
1914
January 1. .... 22.8 17.8 24.3 19.0 22.0 15.0
February 22 ... 23.2 18.2 24.2 1 .8 22.4 15.3
April 30 ...... 21.9 17.2 23.4- 17.9 21.7 15.2
.Jul 4 ........ 21.8 18.3 24.5 17.1 21.4 15.2
September 19 .. 21.1 17.4 23.4- 17.2 20.4 14.8
~"ovember 26 .. 21.9 17.3 23.7 19.5 23.1 15.2
December 25 ... 25.2 21.2 26.0 22.2 24.4 15.2
1915
January 1 ..... 25.4 20.9 26.3 22.2 24.7 15.3
February 22 ..• 22.4 18.5 24.1 20.4 21.8 15.0
.July 4 .......• 20.4 16.6 23.2 17.8 20.6 14.5
August 31 ..... 20.2 15.6 23.2 17.9 20.3 15.2
November 28 .. 24.6 20.0 25.1 20.7 I 25. 15.3
ecember 25 ... 24.2 19.8 24-.4 19.6 22.1 15.2
1916
I.Tanuary 6 ..... 25.9 22.:3 26.4 22.2 24.1 15.6
.Tanuary 10 .... 26.3 22.5 28.9 22.5 24.11 15.6
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(3) W1::\ WARD O.\IIC AREA.
T.\BLE 10. F1G. 5. .\XXL:.\L R.\lXF.\LL, K.\llUKL
This table and graphs, prepared. ill1ilar to clata in table 5. G,
7 and 8, show the mean annual rainfall and accumulative exce~5
or deficiency of annual rainfall at Kahuku, which has 1een
'electecl as typical for the arte'ian ba'ins in \\'inclward ahu.
TABLE '0. 10.
ANNUAL RAINFALL, KARUK
Computed From U. S. Weather Bureau Record.
Year
'iations
Yearly of yearly Accumulati"e exces
rainfall rainfall from (+) or deficiency (-)
normal an, since 1891 basel1 on
nual rainfall normal ann~lalrainfall
1891 .
1 9~ .
1893 .
1894 .
1 95 '" .
1896 .
1 97 .
19 .
1 99 .
1900 .
1901 .
1902 .
1903 , " .
1904 .
1905 .
1906 .
1907 .
190 .
1909 , .
1910 .
1911 \
]912 .
]9]3 .
1914 .
]9]5 .
]9]6 ,
Inches
H.6
36.4
37.06
42.95
35.77
27.46
24.09
37.98
27.33
3 .23
41.61
47.83
19.40
75.72
27.73
34-.66
H.48
30.23
41.1
28.13
36.60
20.76
31.31
37.72
36.77'
41.00"
Inches
-20.42
+ 1.20
+ 1.78
+ 7. 7
+ .49
- 7. Z
-11.19
+ ~.70
- 7.95
+ 2.95
+ 6.33
+]2.55
-15.88
+40.H
- 7.55
"+ 9.20
- 5.05
5.90
- 7.15
+ 1.32
- 4.52
- 3.97
+ 2.44
+ 1.49
+ 5.72
Feet
-1.7
-1.6
-1.5
-1.4
-2.4
-2.1
-2.8
-2.5
-2.0
-1.0
-2.3
+1.1
+ .,l,
+.4
+1.2
+ .7
+1.2
+.
+ .7
+ .4
+ .0
+ .2
+ .4
+ .8
'ormal annual rainfall, 20 9]7.34
Total for period, 26 years ..
years.. .. . . ... ... . .. ... 35.2
t. April to December, 1915, OJll~·.
• ,Tanuary to l'oycmber 1916, only.
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A::\IOLJ:\TT OF ARTESIAN WATER PUMPED ON OAHU.
T.\DLES 11 TO 16. FIG. 6.
These tables show the total amounts of artesian \vater pumped
monthly and annually by the city of Honolulu and various plan-
tat:ons on Oahu during periods for which records are available.
In Honolulu city area the monthly draft on the artesian supply
from the city pumping stations alone has steadily increased from
176 million gallons in 1905 to 392 million gallons in 1915, or an
increase of 216 million gallons in ten years; in other words, the
demand for artes:an water served by the city for domestic and
other uses has more than doubled in the past ten years.
The monthly demand for artesian water on the several planta-
tions, unlike that for city consumption, is not steady, but fluc-
tuates through wiele limits varying from practically nothing
during months of heavy rainfall to over 2,500 million gallons
during the irrigating season.
TABLE NO. 11.
ARTESIAN WATER, IN MILLION GALLONS, PUMPED BY CITY OF IIONOLULU.
1904-5 1905-6 1906-7 1907-8'1908-9 1909-10 1910-1] 1911-12 1912-13 1013-H 1914-15 1015-1G
-- -- --
--
--1-- --- --- --- ---July ........ 216 211 266 293 3401 188 333 320 3GO iHl2 381 4:lfj
August ...... 209 157 270 276 344 308 321 3407 375 309 37:1 -15(;
8el'ternber . .. 208 138 272 247 309 I 338 277 I 3]5 354 361 3'''' 417
October ..... 206 176 284 257 :1540 341 3"9 314 :~35 380 3Rl I 40G~~November ... ]D5 150 258 240:3 :H:l 324 287 321 295 323 3-!6 32li
Deeember .... 177 128 115 263 :Hl 257 277 ~5;3 2!)~ ~R5 306 340
January ..... 190 172 70 276 348 198 21R 277 321 20! 371 312
February ..... lR2 ]80 88 232 278 ]D9 197 305 285 204 324 30R
March ....... 200 ~2:~ 126 248 240 269 224 280 356 349 390 3(j(;
April . ...... 102 24fi 235 254 245 254 257 il]3 :13:1 3\)1) :370 3~R
May ........ 186 261 282 321 2RO 304 I 296 3[;7 3U 349 423 3(;(j
June ........ ]90 267 216 312 312 308 290 366 306 344 423 397
-- -- -- ---- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Totals ..... 2,:lGO 2,30R 2,491 il,222 3.734 3.2R8 3,299 4,0(;7 3.041 4.062 4.419 4,.W7
w
00
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TABLE NO. 12.
ARTESIAN WATER, IN MILLION GALLONS, PUMPED BY
HONOLULU PLANTATION.
1910-11 1911-12 ]912-13 1913-14 1914-15 1 1915-16
July .......... 1, 44 1,758 1,975 1,5 1,703
I
1,520
August ........ 1,527 1,92 2,02 1,205 1,634 1,544
September ..... 534 1,576 1,847 1,685 1,107 1,525
October ....... 1,598 1,794 1, 13 1,333 1,211 I 1,313November ..... 9 4 a 94 545 1,402 a
December ..... 1,485 826 325 7 7 331 a
January ...... 'j 225 1,120 1,327 I 1,146 1,260 aFebruary ...... 293 977 1,330 929 1,172 a
~rarch ......... 392 935 1,436 I 965 1,458 806
ApriL ....... " 1,061 1,000 1,192. 794 1,122 1,534
May .......... , 1,471 1,716 907 1,034 1,267 853
June .......... 1,623 2,017 807 1,413 1,520 1,399
Totals ...... .I 13,037 15.647 I 15.681 I 13.4N 15,187 I 10,493
a = No pumpmg except small amount for domestic use. ..
TABLE NO. 13
ARTESIAN WATER, IN MILLION GALLONS, PUMPED BY OAHU PLANTATION.
I
1904-511905-6 1906-7 1907-8 1908-9 1909-10 1910-11 1911-12 ] 912-13119] 3-14 191-!-15 1915-16
--- ._-- --- --- ---. ---
July ....... .... 1,606 1,7(j3 1,763 1,043 1,8:38 1,9.~9 1,934 2,012 1,893 1.928 ],651
August ..... . ... 1,519 1,780 1,650 1,997 2.030 1,971 2,023 2,021 1,893 1,R95 1,972
September ... .... ],596 1.748 1,621 1.794 1,960 1,223 2,007 ],899 1,926 1,28R 1,888
October .... .... 1,736 1,796 b 1,995 1,953 1,9G5 ],942 1,993 1,933 ],775 1,802
November .. . ... 999 b 1,574 1.ROO ],865 1,424 1,893 1,937 1,394 1,838 325
December ... . ... 1,029 b 1.19J 1;546 1,455 1.757 1,844 1,]82 1,433 408 ],]05
.January .... I 1l:~ \ 650 b 1;345 658 290 195 ],777 1,525 ],62.3 1,846 b,.February ... 1,177 1,.387 389 1.038 352 1,269 465 1,349 1.4]6 1,3.30 1.<1]0 ]02
March ..... 1,247 1,712 830 751 658 1,958 542 1,814 1.928 1,208 ] .99.3 l,os8
April ...... 1,338 1,750 1,646 1,224 1.650 1,832 1,246 1,749 1,740 815 1,6-1-4 1,726
May ....... 1,45.3 1,816 1,682 2,035 . 1,769 1,976 1.055 2,013 1,.300 1,314 1,477 1,150
June ....... 1,527 1,753 1,663 1,931 1,959 1,835 1,958 1,979 1,129 1,703 1,R82 1,485
--- --- --- -----
---
---- --- --- --- --- ---
Totals .... 7.855 17.553 13.305 16,126 lR.121 20.281 ] 6.639 22.324 20.082 18.465 Hl,5R4 14.264
b = No record. Probably no pumping except for domestic supply.
~
TABLE NO. 14.
ARTEHIAN WA'fER, IN MILLION GALLONS, PUMPED BY EWA PLAN'l'A'I'ION.
1901-:' ~902-i\ 11903-4 190-1-511905-6 1906-711907-8 1908-9 1909-1011910-11 1911-1:? 1912-13 1913-14 191-115 19]5-16
---- --,-- --- ---
July ........ 1,319 1,603 1,750 1.819 1,831 1,83-1 1,873 1,918 2.174 2.174 3,310 I 2,005 2,-17!J 2,463 2.376
August .... 1,517 1,687 1,923 1,907 1,929 1,951 1,908 2,000 2,347 2,330 2,390 2,237 1,H:17 2,537 2,454
September .. 1,4.51 1,630 ],807 1,796 1,852 1,950 1,814 1,990 2,231 I 1,212 2,346 2,] 11 ~t~05 :J,:n4 2.173
October .... 1,003 1,75:' 1,712 1,768 2,019 1.950 1,9:3 ] 3.036 2,373 2,300 2,129 2,323 2,-1]0 2,5R!J 2,-180
November .. 811 724 1,293 1,540 1,836 )'70'1 ],668 ],850 2,143 1,452 2,141 2,055 1,!J2R 2,2:11 (j;).!December ... 507 120 1,293 685 1,069 10(1 1,508 ] ,950 1,332 1,830 1,6:32 ],328 ],32-1 672 1,075
January ... 910 8G8 1,273 1,395 982 b 1,550 1,~32 874 202 1,962 ],853 ],]X4 ] ,!J51 ~5
February .. 876 818 178 1,263 1,348 b 1,347 957 . 1,826 614 834 ],:n3 ] ,277 ],706 283
:March ..... 482 1,425 b 1,476 1,678 1,054 70G 1,336 1.979 1,226 1,912 1,982 1,358 2.290 ] .:lG3
April ...... 611 1,237 623 1,62.1 1,838 1,865 1,385 ],895 2,118 1,716 1,5(17 1,988 ] ,:~]:3 ] ,94:1 2.176
May ....... 1,302
1,'" 1"'" 1,9:37 1,881 1,800 1,832 1,497 2,335 2,022 2.193 1,210 UJJ4 1,78:) 2.415June ...... 1,38] 1,644 1,677 1,817 1,802 1,867 ],793 2.100 2,119 2,119 1,909 1,338 2,243 ~,:!4-:l 2.415
-- -- ------ --- --- ---
21.763 I 21.473 -- --Totals ... 12,170 15,000 ]5,168 1!J,026 20,065 ] 6.078 ]9,.1]5 20,76] 23.851 19.197 23.325 2-Ui19 ]9889
b = No record. Probably no pumping except for domestic supply.
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TABLE NO. 15.
ARTE IAN WATER, IN :MILLION GALLONS, PUMPED BY
WAIALUA PLANTATION.
1914-15 1915-16
1,225 1,396
1,248 1,558
774 1,666
672 1,542
804 335
271 343
583 125
853 224
1,150 530
912 1,150
921 483
1,321 1,042
10.734 10.3944.981
335
507
570
1,587
773
1,209
Totals '
I
1914
----------1--
July .I
ugust .
September .
October .
November .
December .
January '" .
February .
:March .
ApriL , " .
:May .
June .
Note:-Previous to January 1, 1914, records were kept in daily form,
not readily accessible.

TABLE NO. 16.
ARTESIAN WATER, IN MILLION GALLONS, PUMPED BY KAHUKU PLANTATION.
1903-4 1904-5 1905-6119~6-7 1907-8 ]908-9 1909-]0 1910-11 1911-12 191~-13 1913-14 1914-15 1915-16
July ......... ... 579 489 569 491 614 494 607 593 658 727 547 531
August ....... ... 239 483 554 323 633 600 507 667 730 7~~ 654 598
September. '" ... 509 384 517 338 436 624 544 519 648 575 296 451
October ...... ... 618 610 6]3 417 524 346 560 189 551 460 263 399
November .... ... 321 327 458 137 373 263 93 327 239 57 30R d
December ..... ... c c c 197 334 79 142 252 11 153 30 d
January ...... 50 150 79 c 267 171 d 3 235 115 204 246 d
February ..... 15 447 123 39 116 III 140 3 166 d 127 213 d
}\[ar<·!I ......... c 392 283 307 141 68 254 d 417 126 245 314 184
April .......... r 471 421 51R 166 210 285 223 332 495 71 233 4~4
May ......... 381 588 498 507 493 27(l 369 476 620 358 434 230 401
June ......... 525 610 520 335 560 372 478 472 598 267 581 545 637
-- ----. --
------- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Totals ...... 971 4,924 4.217 4,417 3,646 4.122 3.932 3.630 4.915 4,198 4,356 3,H79 3.625
c = No record. Probably no pumping.
d No pumping.
TABLES 17 AND 18. ARTESIAN \V,\TER PU:llPED FRO:ll OAHU COL-
LEGE WELLS AND FORT SHAFTER WELL, RESPECTIVELY.
Aside from the records of the city of Honolulu pumping
stations, these two records are the only ones kept by industrial
plants, or other artesian water users in Honolulu basin.
TABLE NO. 17.
ARTESIAN WATER, IN MILLION GALLONS, PUMPED FROM OAHU COLLEGE WELLS.
Old Well-Gasoline-driven Pump.
Year
1908 .
1908-9 .
1909-10 .
1910 .....•.......
July I Aug. I Sept. I Oct. I Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. I April May i June
2.2 1---:-1---:-'---:-1-:----:-----:- ----:--:-1---:- g I i:~0.9 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.6 0.8 0.6 0.7 1.0 0.7 1.1 0.9
1.0 1.0 0.8 1.2 1.1 0.6
New Well-Gasoline and Electrically-driven Pumps.
(For period Dec. 17, 1910, to Dec. 31, 1913, see tables given below.)
1914 '1
J914-15 .
1915-16 .
1.1 I 0'.9 I
0.9 1.3
0.9
1.2
0.9 I' 0'.9 I
0.9 0.7 I 0.7 I0.6 0.90.6 0.7
0.7
O.D
0.7
1.0 I 0.8
1.3 1.1
1.1 1.1
1.1
1.3
1.0
1.1
1.1
0.9 -1'>-Ul
1911
From To Amt.
December 17 January 23 1.0
January 24 March 2 1.0
March 3 April 1 '0.9
April 2 April 26 1.0
April 27 May 22 . . . . . .. 1.0
May 23 June 21. 1.1
June 22 July 21 0.9
July 22 August 22 1.1
August 23 September 22 .. 1.3
September 23 October 20 .... 1.2
October 21 November 21 .. 1.5
November 22 December 19 .. 1.2
1912
From To Amt.
December 20 January 22 .... 1.4
January 23 February 20 •.. 1.5
February 21 March 22 1.3
March 23 April 20 1.3
April 21 ...•..•.May 20 . . . . . .. 1.8
May 21. June 28 2.6
June 29 July 23 1.2
July 24 August 22 1.3
August 23 September 23 .. 1.8
September 24 ..•October 23. . .. 2.1
October 24 November 23 .. 1.7
November 24 December 23 .. 1.3
1913
From To Amt.
December 24 Jannary 24 1.5
January 25 Fehruary 28 1.7
March 1 March 24 1.5
March 25 April 24 . . . . .. 1.5
April 25 May 22 1.2
May 23 June 22 1.4
June 23 July 21 1.0
July 22 August 21 1.3
August 22 September 22 .. 1.5
September 23 .•. October 13 1.1
October 14 .....October 31. 0.6
November 1. .•.November 30 .. 0.5
December 1 ....December 31 .. 0.6
TABLE NO. 18.
ARTESIAN WA'l'ER, IN MILLION GALLONS, PUMPED FROM FOR'l' SHAFTER WELL.
Electrically-driven Pump.
Year I July I Aug. I sePt'I~1 ~OV'I DCC~I~I~I Mar. I April I May I June
1915-16 .......... I .. .. 7.5 H; _0 16 16 14 I 15 17 18 20
1916. . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 22 23 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~
0\
.+7
AMOUNT OF ARTESIAN WATER FROM FLOWING
WELLS ON OAHU.
TABLES 19 AND 20.
The discharge of only readily accessible flowing wells in the
vicinity of Honolulu were measured. These measurements,
made principally by current meter, are given in table 19. From
these, together with information secured by the \Vater Com-
mission, table 20 has been prepared which shows the number of
wells and the present maximum daily discharge in each basin in
the vicinity of Honolulu.
TABLE NO. 19.
DIS }L-\.RGE :J[EA8URE:JIENTS OF FLOWING ARTESIAN WELLS
IN THE VICI~ITY OF HONOLULU, 1916.
No. of
Well Name
Basin No.1.
Maximum Discharge in
Million Gallons per
Day
Per Well I In Basin
53
541~
5L\.
37
38
-10
51
50
7
511h
5~
5~1.~
±3
±1
-!3
-16
A. S. Cleghorn .
~\.. young .
do .
Ring Loy .
Charles Achi .
G. Beckley .
Luug Do Wai .
do .
do .
do .
do .
Pua Goo Kim .
:Jlow Hop .
do .
G. Beckley .
Hpcncer .
0.%
~.2±
1.~±
.61
.5-1
.36
1A9
.71
.22
.4
.35
Ail
.37
.63
.39
.H 10.90
48
Basin No.2.
59 -Waterhouse Trust Co .
55 Sing Loy .
56 do .
57 do .
58 do .
10 Ring Loy or "St. Lawrence" .
5th Ii Estate .
6(i General Grant .
23 Loon Gavck .
25 :Mrs. 'yard .
340 Mrs. Weedon .
27 Government Stables .
90 -'Young Hotel (1915 record) .
1 *IIonolulu- Rapid Transit .
89 & 89th*Hawaiian Electric Co. (1915 record) ..
Basin No.3.
.08
.70
./f)
.51
.31
,43
U~1i
.61
AO
.3S
.05
.14,
.60
1.53
3.6;) 12.03
97
98
99
100
105
115
117
118
119
120
121
12~
Y. Ahiu .
do .
do .
do .
do .
Basin No.4.
Gulick (Dowsett) .
Damon (1911 record) , .
Houghtailing (1911 record) .
Damon No. :} (1911 record) .
Damon (1911 record) .
Damon-Dillingham (1911 record) .
Damon No.4 Salt Lake (1911 record).
O. 5
.60
1.30
1.60
.26
.34
1.55
1.80
.H4
.51
1.80
1.62
4.61
SA6
* These wells are used for industrial purposf;'. All other 1\"ells are used
primarily for ilTigation and secondarily for domestic purposes.

-+9
TABLE NO. 20.
:MA:S:DrC~I DAILY DISCHARGE FR01I VARIOUS ARTESIAN
BASIN. LOCATED BETWEEN DIAl\IOND HEAD
AND RED HILL.
Discharge in :Million Gallons per Day
Wells Wplls
;n not in By CUl"l"ent City Pump I Estimated on I
"Gse Use Meter Records All ~ther Wells TotalIn Use
Basin No.1 I
~3 11 10.90 3.~5 1.3 15.45
Basin No.2
54 16 12.03 4.57 5.0 21.60
Basin No.3
22 4 4.61 4.48 1.1 10.19
Basin No.4
10 :3 8,46 0.00 1.3 9.76
109 33 36.00 1~.30 8.7 57.00
Note.-Of the wells not in u e, many have been covered over and aban·
doned. Some of these wells undoubtedly have defective casings and their
water -is being entirely wasted. This waste is not included in the above
table.
WELL I"1\TERFERENCE.
FIG. 7. Y..\IIIN'S WELLS, P.\L,\J\L\.
On July 19, 1916. a well interference investigation was made
on Y.• hin's four wells at Palama. Piezometers were installed
on each, and referenced by levels to mean sea level. All wells
weI' 'first cIo ed to ascertain the normal well head. Then all
possible combinations of full gate openings were made on all
wells ancl the drop in well head observed on each closed well.
The result. are given in Fig. 7, tog'ether with a diagram showing
the relative location of the wells. For example: The 12-inch
diameter well. "1\0. 100, distant 125, 166 and 19-+ feet, respectively,
from wells Nos. 97, 98 and 99, \Vh n flowing wide open, drew
down the head on all three wells from one-half to s ven-eighths
of an inch.
These wells were formerly used to supply water to an over-
shot wheel at . Ahin's rice mill. t pre ent the water is llsed
to irrig'ate cane land and for dome tic water supply in the
vicinity of the wells. \Vhen not needed for irrigation all wells
are cIo ed.
50
lIIISCELLA~EOLJS WELL I~TERFERENCE.
From omewhat meaOTe information available it appear that
in many localities where flowing wells are adjacent to large
pumpmg plants, the flowing well heads are lowered to a meas-
urable degree when the pumps are in operation.
G. ers of water from the flowing well at \Vaimalu, on which
monthly well heads have been ob 'erved since 1910, as ert that
pumping station 1'0. -1-, in \Vaimalu Gulch, about one-half of a
mile mauka of the well; affects the flow of this well con iderably.
and especially when the artesian well levels are low.
FORT SH.\FTER WELL, 'OS. 115 AXD 1167i.
On September 9. 1916, when the . S. Army (electric) pump
on well 116)/z (12-inch casing) was running, the head on well
Ilj (6-inch ca ing), distant about 100 fe t from 116)/z, lowered
3y.i inches. \Vhen the electric pump was topped the w 11 head
raised to its original height.
LU:\'G DO WAI WELL KO. ;;1.
On December 12, 1916, when 1I1r. Archibald oung's new well
in 1\foiliili, sunk December 7, 1916, (lO-inch casing) wa flowing
wide open, the art . ian head of well 51 (12-inch casing), about
300 feet distant, lowered three-eio'hths of an inch.
PROGRE S OF ARTESIAK WELL BORI~G, YICIXITY
OF HONOLuLU, SIN E 1880,
T.\DLE 21, compiled from information furnished by ;\lr. L. L.
1\IcCandle s and others. shows the number of artesian wells
sun k in the vicinity of Honolulu since 1880. Fig. 8 shows these
data in graph form and also the graph of mean annual artesian
head on Oahu College wells since 1880. ::\1r. Sedgwick in
" rtesian \Vaters of Oahu"1 in referring to the gradual faU of
the artesian head, say :
"It has been difficult to find out exactly when the artesian
head began to fall. 1\1r. \iVilson, then Superintendent of \Vater
\Vorks, ays, referring to the drought of 1889, 'The water in the
Palace yard weU fell during the elr ught 2 feet anel 3 inche .
ince the br ak-up of the drought it has regained its full
1 Artesian "\Vat('rs of Oahu, 1'. F. Sedgwick, Press Bul. No. 37, Hawaiian
Engineering Association, Honolulu, 1'. H., 1913, page 12.
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51
original height of 42 feet and 9 inches above sea level for the
first time since its first fall.' ..
This information, bearing upon a period for which exact data
are not available, has been incorporated in the well head graph.
TABLE NO.:l1
PROGRES:::; OF ARTESIAN WELL BORr G, YICINITY OF
HONOLuLu.
1880
1884
1888
1 92
1896
1900
1904
1908
1912
1916
Year Total Number of 'VeIls SunkSince 18 0
2
41
53
71
86
103
114
122
128
142
WELL LOGS, HO~OLULU CITY AREA.
FIGS. 9a, 9b, lOa AXD lOb.
11 available logs of artesian well borings On the Island of
Oahu have been collected and compiled. Tho e in Honolulu city
area have been referenced to a common datum-mean sea level-
by levels to the several wells from City of Honolulu bench marks.
Figs. 9a and lOa represent typical sections in Honolulu as shown
by borino-s. The geographic location of these sections " A"
to "EE" are hown on the map of Honolulu (Plate I) which
accompanie this report. Figs. 9b and lOb, which are identical
with Figs. a and lOa, show the trend of the artesian strata, or
water-bearing rock. in the direction approxim<ltely cast und
west. and fro111 the mountains to the. ea.
Little interest was manifest d in keeping accurate records of
well borings after it became known with assuranc to what
depth's, approximately, in different localities, well must be sunk
to insure a reliable flow of potable water. For this reason much
valuable data have been lost that would assist in definin o' the
mauka limits of the artesian watershed areas, and th dip ~ the
water-bearing strata, a well as contributing greatly in the study
of the geologic map of the island. In a general way the few
sections that have been drawn show that the artesian strata lie
deepe t in the valleys and toward the coa t.
WASTE WATER FROn! ARTESIAN WELL
:.\Iany artesian wells in the vicinity of Honolulu were visited
to ascertain how the well owners or users conform to the provi-
sions of the existing law regulating artesian wells. A majority
of the well visited were found properly capped and equipped
with valves that could be easily opened and closed. Several
well had valves that could not be turned, and others had badly
leaking service connections.
Two large industrial concerns in Honolulu utilize artesian
water from private-owned wells which deliver about five million
gallons per day for boiler and condenser purposes. This water
is afterwards turned into storm ewers. Several other large con-
cerns also utilize a total of about one million gallons per dav
for other industrial purposes and then waste this water into the
sewers.
There are several wells which have service pipes equipped
with smali hydraulic rams that raise water to tanks for domestic
supply. Di charges from the waste pipes are either turned into
surface channels or used for irrigation. As the efficiency of a
hydraulic ram is low, the greater portion of the artesian water
supplying the ram is utilized in furnishing the power which en-
ables the ram to elevate the water.
In the vicinity of Honolulu there are many flowing wells used
to irrigate truck gardens, rice and taro lands. Discharge meas-
urements made on the flow from one well u. ed to irrigate about
four a res of truck and taro land showed that about 73 per cent
of the total flow was turned into a creek below the lowest taro
area.
DENCH l\IARKS FOR ARTESIAN WELLS, HOI OLULU
CITY AREA.
These elevations, referenced to mean sea level, have been de-
termined by the 'Vater Commission by level circuits from penna-
nent city bench marks. The list has not been included in this
report, but is on file with the Superintendent of Hydrography.
,S3
LO ATIOl' OF ARTESIA~ WELLS A. TD BASI;\lS,
\'rcI~ITY OF HO~OLULU.
PL.\TE 1. On this map are shown (a) the location and pre ent
condition of all known artesian wells; (b) the approximate
east end west bounclarie of the sub-basins in Honolulu ba.in.
indicated by cross-hatched lines; and (c) the sections "AA" to
"EE" frol11 which log profiles have been drawn. (See Figs.
9a. 9b. lOa and lOb).
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